
EDUCATION SPACES
MODERN COMMERCIAL FURNITURE FOR UNIVERSITY SPACES



SCHOOL OF THOUGHT
We believe education takes place far beyond the classroom or lab. That’s why our furniture is designed to encourage gathering,  

studying, socializing, learning, collaborating, and (of course) eating in the many places you put them. Yes, we make cafeteria furniture, 

but as we’ve seen over the years, these spaces have morphed into dynamic, multi-purpose areas for students and faculty to do more 

than just eat. And with those changes, our products too have morphed, making way for more modern designs you’d see in a  

restaurant on Instagram. What we haven’t changed is our commitment to quality and American-made products. We’ll continue to  

uphold our 10-year warranty and durability standards because we know that these spaces and subsequent furniture are used round 

the clock. Learning doesn’t stop, and neither do we.
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Featured: Wood Melissa chairs



MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Featured: Chloe Barstool, Jerome Bar Height Table
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BABSON COLLEGE

Featured: Molly Chair, Rambo Table

EDUCATION SPACES



DINING HALLS
University and college dining spaces have shifted from a limited cafeteria to a dynamic, multi-purpose space that feels more like a 

modern cafe or micro restaurant than anything else. Students not only care about nutrition and diverse food options, but they also 

come to expect a unique, thoughtful, and accommodating dining experience. Furniture plays a critical role in differentiating these 

spaces, and ultimtately, the universities. From classic wood chairs to lightweight aluminum barstools to huge communal tables, we’ve 

got what you need to take your cafeteria to the next level.

BABSON COLLEGE

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

Featured: Samantha Nesting Chair, Custom 
Rambo Table with square base

Featured: Siren Chair, Zeus Table

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

Featured: Siren Barstool

Featured: Cara Barstool
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Featured: Sadie Chair



COMMON SPACES & DORMS
With dozens of exciting collections, gorgeous material options, variable heights, coordinating tables, we can help you turn common 

areasan into an uncommonly beautiful and practical space.

HUSTON-TILLOTSON UNIVERSITY
Featured: Brady Barstools, Brady Communal Table

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
Featured: Sadie Counter Stool, 
Brady Communal Table, Roy CoffeeTable

EDUCATION SPACES

HUSTON-TILLOTSON UNIVERSITY
Featured: Brady Barstool, Rambo Table Featured: Sadie Chair & Rambo Table



CANADIAN VALLEY TECHNOLOGY CENTER
Featured: Brady Barstool
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UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

BENTLEY UNIVERSITY

EDUCATION SPACES

Featured: Siren Barstool, Spartan Table

Featured: Mama Melissa Chairs, Orbit Table

HINDS MISSISSIPPI COMMUNITY COLLEGE



You say Maize and Blue? We say why not? The sky’s the limit when it comes 

to customizing our chairs.  Dress them up with laser-cut or engraved de-

signs. Match a metal or wood finish to any color you choose. Add your own 

upholstery. We’re known for the quality and ease of our custom orders, and 

our convenient US facility means even one-of-a-kind orders can be delivered 

quickly and cost-effectively. 

LOGO ENGRAVING
From logos to unique designs, we can do it all. Pricing for custom work must 

be discussed with the factory and will vary based on graphics/designs, and 

size of the project.

CUSTOM COLOR
We can match any color to fit your school. Here are a few popular university 

colors to reference. 

SCHOOL SPIRIT

Featured: Reece Barstools, Orbit Table

RAL 1006

RAL 2004 RAL 5013 RAL 2000 RAL 5015RAL 3007

RAL 5003 RAL 3011 RAL 6005 RAL 3002
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EDUCATION SPACES

Featured: Hurdle Barstool
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MEDIA CENTERS & LIBRARIES
These multifuctional spaces have a wide variety of uses, from solo research to project meetings, and even casual events. These dynamic 

areas need to be hardworking, connected, and comfortable. From lightweight furniture to power enabled communal tables, we work hard 

to create products that support modern day libraries and media centers. 

Featured: Hurdle Barstool

Featured: Brady Backless Counter Stools Featured: Bentwood No. 18

Featured: Dylan Communal Table Featured: Ava Barstool



Wood
Beautiful, natural, and warm to the touch, real wood makes every chair unique. Our chairs are made of European Beech wood 

because of its exceptional strength and grain consistency. We give our tables just as much love, hand-sanding, hand-staining, 

and using locally sourced wood to provide the perfect backdrop for every meal. Our table tops come standard in Maple, but we 

can use any species. 

 
Metal
Designed to be strong and durable, metal chairs can be gorgeous, too. We hand-tailor, cope, and braze all joints to add even 

more stability, exceeding strength and durability standards and customer expectations. And with our innovative powder coat-

ing line, we can achieve a vibrant, long-lasting finish every time. 
 
Upholstery
It’s not just the vast range of fabrics we offer through our partners; it’s our COM-friendly attitude that distinguishes us. It’s 

also the vast experience we bring to each chair. We hand-sew and hand-fit fabrics over high resilience foam for superior com-

fort, appearance, and durability. Any chair, any surface, and any number of fabrics. There’s no limit to what we can do. 
 
Custom Color Matching
You say tomato. We say why not? We can match any metal or wood finish you can imagine. Just bring us a swatch and we’ll 

bring your vision to life. 

Distressing
Giving chairs and tables that lived-in look requires a little extra attention. We hand-distress each one, just to your liking in 

either heavy or light, using both traditional and unconventional woodworking techniques.

 
BactiBlock
A little prevention goes a long way. That’s why we offer BactiBlock, an antimicrobial coating that protects against the growth 

of bacteria, mold, fungus, and other microorganisms on our wood table surfaces. This patent-pending technology uses sil-

ver-functionalized clay to resist germs, odors,and stains, providing long-lasting protection.

EDUCATION SPACES

MAKE IT YOUR OWN



WOOD FINISHES
**Slight discoloration at seams of welds is present with clear coat finish.

Nautral*

ParchmentWhite* Black*Aspen Driftwood Kona*

Storm Canyon* Beetroot* Dune* Nutmeg*

Acorn

Cocoa

Honey* Almond

Low Gloss Clear 
Coat**

High Gloss Clear 
Coat**

Olive Green Cement Grey Burst Rust

Zinc Yellow Traffic Red

Gloss White Satin TexGraphiteInk Black Black Wrinkle

Pebble

Stack Black

Sparkle SIlver IISatin Nickel* Grey WhiteMirror Silver Yellow Green

Honey Yellow

Brown Red Dusty Blue Cobalt

Sky Blue Copper Brown

Sienna Rugged Brown Ultra Bronze Speckled Bronze

Salmon Orange

METAL FINISHES
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*Available for Bentwood and Merano collections



WE’RE HERE TO SERVE
AMERICAN MADE
We choose to build our furniture in our US facility, using high quality, locally-sourced materials. Building our products here gives 

us ultimate quality control, utilizing the best American engineering and manufacturing techniques available today. Along with a 

highly advanced factory, we also employ master-craftsman to build products like solid wood tables and steel chairs.

10-YEAR WARRANTY
Nothing says reassurance quite like the longest available warranty in the industry. All of our products are tested to meet or exceed 

BIFMA standards and offer a standard 10-year warranty. 

CUSTOM CAPABILITES
You say Maize and Blue? We say why not? The sky’s the limit when it comes to customizing our chairs. Dress them up with  

laser-cut or engraved designs. Match a metal or wood finish to any color you choose. Add your own upholstery. We’re known for 

the quality and ease of our custom orders, and our convenient US facility means even one-of-a-kind orders can be delivered  

quickly and cost-effectively. 

www.grandrapidschair.com


